Networking the Battlespace
Possibilities of Connectivity. Made Easy

From tactical line-of-sight communications to beyond-line-of-sight satellite connectivity, Honeywell technology provides secure network links to armed forces around the globe.

- VIPER II Mobile (RO/RO) Satellite Communications System
- Hatch-mounted Inmarsat Antenna (HMIA)
- JetWave Ka-band Satellite Communications System
- Wi-Fi/Cabin Networking System
- HSD-400 Voice and High-Speed Data Transceiver
- HSD-440 Voice and High-Speed Data Transceiver (CNS/ATM)
- High Data Rate (HDR) Software Package
- AC-27 Common Datalink Antenna
- COM DEV Satellite Processing Technology
- RF Payload Products
- AC-27 Common Datalink Antenna
- Multiband Datalink Systems
- ISO 9001, AS9100C & AS9120A Certified Company
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